
Roadside Attraction Crag
This small newly developed cliff is located on the north side of the access road roughly 300 meters west of the bridge 
over Canyon Creek. Its lies directly across the road from the dedication plaque to the late Larry Ostrander one of the 
pioneering climbers in the valley. His plaque is easy to view from the road and is found on the rocky point above the 
creek separating Larry’s Gym and the Painted Wall sectors on the south side of the road. Yes I found one of Larry’s old 
shunting anchors above one of the latest routes on the crag called Thunder Struck so the man was here as well!

This small south facing crag has the shortest approach at Moose Mountain. It has quickly become a very popular venue 
amongst the many new offerings found at the Moose Mountain Crags. The first 10 routes were established in the early 
spring of 2020 despite the daunting issues of Covid-19 pandemic and the related access issues, social distancing and 
the lingering winter like conditions on the shady side of the valley. Then add to the equasion the usual rock quality 
issues found in the area. All resulted in these initial climbs taking 5 long days of labour to complete. A second stint in 
early July saw another four routes added to the left side of the small crag over two more days. All routes were build 
top down and required extensive cleaning particularly the top few meters. All are considered to be well protected sport 
routes. Several of these new climbs provide a significant expansion to the bottom end of the grade spectrum at Moose 
Mountain adding to the fact that they have a south exposure and are located only a 15 meter flat approach from the 
road. All these factors combine to make this small venue a very attractive stop for climbers to warm up on before 
moving over to the harder fare at nearby venues like Larry’s Gym, The Painted Wall and The Moose Patch sectors.



There was an old aid line that was established by Steve De Maio about 15 or more years ago that ascended to about 
two-thirds height on this short wall. This original route had one lone protection bolt and a two bolt (Red-Head self-drive 
bolts) anchor with rotting slings. This old climb was completely reworked and is now called The Red Head is Dead ** 
S-5.10b. The climb was extended several metres and a new bottom half added to straighten and greatly improve the 
overall quality of this now fun line. The bottom portion of this old project now forms the start Do You Need Help? ** 5.10b 
on the left. The climbing on this cliff is at times devious and is generally slightly overhanging. Although a shorter venue 
at 18 meters average height the climbs found on this little crag all prove to be quite fun and make it a worthwhile stop on 
the way to other venues or just for an enjoyable day playing in the sun. At the peak of summer this venue comes in the 
shade by 5:30 for evening cragging on those hotter days giving some flexibility to your day.
 
Note: Some of the first bolts on these routes may seam a little low, these placement are to facilitate rope soloing and are 
considered as base anchors please do not remove or damage this hardware. Feel free to clip them or not while leading.

The routes are described left to right.

Lean on Me ** S-5.10c 18m, 9 clips
Andy Genereux, July 2020
The left most route on the cliff. Access a shallow corner above the easy loose chossy lower band. There is one bolt to 
protect through the easy approach bit over the suspect rock band to get up to the start of the real climbing. Make a few 
difficult thin moves on slightly overhanging ground to gain access the right-leaning corner (crux). Afterwards continue up 
on steady low-5.10 climbing as the leaning corner diminishes in prominence to the anchor.

Seeping Strength ** S-5.11c, 18m, 8 clips
Andy Genereux, July 2020
The best access is to start up the easy stepped ground below the route Lean on Me then work right to the first bolt on 
Seeping Strength. Steady devious thin climbing past the first three bolts (stick clip the second bolt recommended) onto 
somewhat easier ground above. A fun short powerful route over some gently overhanging terrain. Be aware the lower 
crux portion seeps water after heavy rain.

Big ** S-5.11b 18m, 6 clips
Andy Genereux, July 2020
Takes the thin bulging face up to a ring bolt anchor. A thin start to a “Big” reach with steady 5.10 climbing to a second 
“Big” move to gain the anchor (recommend stick-clipping the second bolt). Climbers may find this route easier if you are 
taller. Climbing is often a reach problem. This climb proved to be just that for the builder.

Thunder Struck *** S-5.11a, 17m, 7 clips
Andy Genereux, June 2020
Thin moves work up just left of a hollow flake onto better holds then moves slightly left before tackling the bulging 
headwall to a small ledge which is the final obstacle to achieve the anchor.

Do You Need Help? *** S-5.10b, 18m 8 clips
Andy Genereux, April 2020
Starts immediately left of the shallow corner of The Red Head is Dead. Climbs on good holds to a devious crux at two-
thirds height through a bulging section to reach the anchor. Named after the concerns and offers of help by several 
people walking into too access the ice caves (non climbers who wanted to die under my cleaning bombardment, better 
than Covid-19!).

The Red Head is Dead ** S-5.10b, 18m, 7 clips
Andy Genereux, April 2020
This is the reconfigured old practice aid route of Steve DeMaio’s thats been cleaned, straightened, and extended to 
become a well protected sport route. Starts up lay-backing an intermittent crack to a short devious steeper section at half 
height. From here continuous physical climbing leads to an anchor above a small ledge.



Stepping Out ** S-5.10c, 18m, 8 clips
Andy Genereux, April 2020
Climb up on moderate obvious blocky stepped terrain working slightly leftward. From the last step move out onto 
technically challenging slightly overhanging rock to a ring bolt anchor above a small ledge.

Another Fun Run *** S-5.10d, 18m, 8 clips
Andy Genereux, May 2020
Start up as for the climb Stepping Out  then climbs a sustained slightly right leaning line the definitive crux coming at half 
height working onto a ledge then exit the steep upper corner groove to reach the anchor.

Puzzler *** S-5.11a, 19m, 9 clips
Andy Genereux, May 2020
Work out a devious path up a somewhat sustained wall to a ledge. Off the ledge overcome one final hurdle (friable rock) 
to gain easier terrain up to the anchor.

Fine Line *** S-5.10c, 18m, 8 clips
Andy Genereux, May 2020
Climbs the steep face immediately left of a right leaning corner of the climb Corner Man. This route hosts sustained 
moderately steep low 5.10 climbing for most of its length, a very fun route.

Corner Man ** S-5.10b, 18m, 8 clips
Andy Genereux, May 2020
Involves a variety of techniques to succeed. Climbs the right leaning corner, initially stem the lower corner to lay-off a 
crack section surmounting the final bulge at the top of the corner proves to be the crux moment.

Social Distance ** S-5.10b, 17m, 8 clips
Andy Genereux, May 2020
A somewhat bouldery start then continues up on steady ground until two/thirds height where a few steep moves work up 
and right to reach a short crack before coming back left to the next bolt.

Last Spike ** S-5.10c, 18m, 8 clips
Andy Genereux, May 2020
There were three badly drilled bolt studs sticking out at the base of the wall (all removed). However, the route is named 
for the weird 9 inch spike (nail) driven into a thin crack left of the second bolt placement (still there). This climb starts off 
with a tricky mantel move at the first low bolt. Climbers may want to stick-clip the second bolt to avoid a potential ground 
fall on this committing opening. Steep climbing continues up to some open handed moves to negotiate before reaching 
easier terrain leading to the anchor.

Road Side Attraction ** S-5.9+, 16m, 7 clips
Andy Genereux, May 2020
The most right hand route on the cliff. This shallow corner line looked to be around the 5.7 grade from the ground. It 
proved to be steeper than it appeared. As the easiest graded route at this little venue it has become the popular warm 
up. It starts steeply past the first two bolts then climbs the shallow corner at mid height past a tricky crux onto lower 
angled ground to reach the anchor.





Beach Front Buttress
A new moderate warm up venue for climbers going to the Moose Mountain Crags. The Beach Front Buttress was fully 
developed in the spring of 2019. It’s a small satellite cliff located just north of the access road 70m before the bridge over 
Canyon Creek heading into the main Moose Mountain Crags. It’s the first climbable cliff encountered on the way into the 
area, with thirteen routes on this sunny south facing aspect. The crag is tucked in behind a treed shoulder with generally 
good sun exposure and houses mostly moderate climbing (ten routes are in the 5.10 range or less) making for an ideal 
stop to warm up on before heading up to the harder fare on offer a few minutes further up the valley or it provides a 
pleasant venue to spend the day doing low intensity moderate cragging. The only drawback to these fun routes is the 
overall height of the cliff at around 20m or less, it simply leaves climbers wanting more. In spring/late winter this small 
buttress catches the sun roughly an hour before the Moose Patch area located another 5 minutes up the road. Stopping 
off here parties can start their day bit sooner and this crag usually stays out of the wind making it ideal for late winter and 
early spring rock climbing and fighting with marginal temperatures. Named after the unusual sand beach found below the 
cliff on the northern flank of Canyon Creek, this venue makes for a very fun sunny hang. The creek was dry during the 
three weeks of development in March and early April. However, later in the year be aware that water levels can change 
rapidly and crag access may require proceeding upstream to the bridge and then working back along the north bank 
during spring runoff or following heavy rains from intense summer thunder storms. 

The routes are described Left to Right: All climbs on this crag are well protected and most require six or seven draws plus 
clips for the anchor. All top anchors are from two staggered ring-bolts. Note: There are some very low first bolts on some 
routes along with two, two-bolt base anchors detailed on the photo-topo. These low height bolts are intended for base 
anchors to back up tied off trees to allow rope soloing on these climbs. Please do not remove these lower hangers. Feel 
free to clip these bolts while leading or ignore them. Please don’t remove or vandalize this low hanging hardware.

Last Moose In ** S-5.10a 
Andy Genereux, April 2019
The left most route and the last to be developed on the Beach Front Buttress, the line ascends the steepish slabby face. 
Delicately work past the first bolt on thin opposition holds to reach somewhat easier but still fun climbing to finish at a 
bolted anchor.

Slab-a-Lilaceous ** S-5.10a 
Andy Genereux, April 2019
There was a lone bolt found on this climb when the cliff was first developed but no other information as to whom this 
piece of steel belonged. Establishing this climb demanded extensive cleaning and it is now a fully equipped route above 
this original first bolt. No other indications of progression past this bolt was found. The crux actually comes getting past 
this mystery-bolt but a second steeper bit keeps climbers on their toes at two-thirds height.

Corner Jam * S-5.9
Andy Genereux, April 2019
Climbs the obvious left facing corner. Start by working up onto a pedestal with a bolt above, make an awkward move up 
into to the corner to place a key hand jam (crux). Basically climbs the corner clipping bolts on the left wall to reach the 
anchor located above a small ledge.

Moose in a China Shop * S-5.8 
Andy Genereux, April 2019
Climbs the rounded arête to an anchor, getting past the first bolt is the crux. There is a base anchor to keep the belayer 
on the small platform. The climb only has four clips plus draws for the anchor. This is a fun climb and one of the easiest 
routes to be found at the Moose Mountain Crags too bad it’s so short! A great introduction to the climbing in this area.
.

Fun at The Beach * S-5.10a 
Andy Genereux, March 2019
Starts up a little right leaning groove moving a bit left at the first bolt, climb straight up to access a small ledge with an 
anchor above.



Butterflies ** S-5.10b
Andy Genereux, March 2019
Named after the numerous butterflies fluttering around this venue in mid April. We climbed it wearing t-shirts with winter 
like conditions still holding strong on the north facing aspects less than 100m across the valley. The butterflies and 
climbers all enjoying the sunny warm spring day. Start up a groove to reach a shallow corner at just over mid-height. 
Work through a steep bulge with fun movement and tackle the short upper corner to a bolted anchor.

Moose at The Beach ** S-5.10c
Andy Genereux, March 2019
Climbs up to a bulge where physical climbing with good holds (if you find them) leads to an anchor located immediately 
on the left side of a big spruce tree at the top of the cliff.

Sand Dollars ** S-5.11a
Andy Genereux, April 2019
The crux comes getting up to, then past the first bolt on tricky hard to read face climbing (boulder problem). Then heads 
up the steep bulging face on mid-5.10 climbing to finish on generally good juggy holds to reach the anchor.

Beach Front Property ** S-5.10c 
Andy Genereux, April 2019
Climbs the obvious upper gray groove in the center of the main buttress. The start is undercut, gaining a crack helps 
overcome the difficulties. The upper groove is easier than it looks but technique is important to reach and anchor with a 
chain extended/regular bolt and one ring bolt.

Beach Head *** S-5.11a
Andy Genereux, March 2019
Initially thought to be much harder, a good sequence out left off side-pulls to reach the anchor unlocked the problem for 
what proved to be a very fun romp on the steeper upper half of the climb.

Surfing The Curl ** S-5.11c
Andy Genereux, April 2019
This route had several holds fail after the initial building. It required a couple more efforts to fully clean, what remains 
hopefully makes for a fun bouldery harder sequence surfing through the curl found at two-thirds height.

Spring at The Beach ** S-5.10a
Andy Genereux, March 2019
Start up a short shallow corner on fun steady movement (look for the big holds) on the way to the anchor, fun if you find 
them, harder if you don’t.

Above The Beach * S-5.10a 
Andy Genereux, April 2019
The beach was littered by lots of rock shrapnel after the vigorous cleaning required on this route. The result provides a 
very nice climb hosting less strenuous face climbing than other routes at the same grade on the cliff. The crux comes 
getting past the first bolt at a bulge into a small corner. Work out left at the top of the short corner heading onto up fun 
but generally less difficult juggy climbing to reach the anchor.




